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Hope after genocide
Murdoch researchers help
Rwandan trauma survivors
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Rwanda project
Murdoch University academics are working
with the Rwandan government to promote
its 100 days of hope campaign to
remember the 15th anniversary
of the genocide.

Pictured above right with Murdoch University Chancellor Terry Budge.
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WA wine prepares for climate change

DNA Detectives

The latest news from peers around the world.
Here you’ll also find the closest alumni chapter
to your home.

Murdoch’s Professor Tom Lyons, a leading
climate modeller, has carried out detailed
climate modelling of the South-West.

Murdoch scientists are helping Customs
stop illegal imports. The Wildlife
DNA Laboratory provides DNA
testing to verify the authenticity of a
product and discern if it is illegal.

______________________________

Murdoch news
If you haven’t visited Murdoch recently here’s
your chance to catch up on what’s happening
at your university and how to get involved.
______________________________

The impact of the global financial crisis and the need to operate
in a carbon constrained economy mean that Murdoch University’s
commitment to being an environmentally responsible,
sustainable institution is more relevant than ever before.
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Murdoch University academic Professor
Peter Dingle has written a book, My Dog
Eats Better Than Your Kids. Professor Dingle
says good quality dog food is better than
nutritionally-depleted breakfast cereals
and other foods we consume every day.
____________________________

15

You might have seen our new red and green bins on
campus to encourage recycling, and behind the scenes,
our researchers are building an innovative pilot plant
to turn locally produced food waste otherwise destined
for landfill into useful biogas (see page 11).
We have long demonstrated that effective cooperation between
the University and its community can lead to real change. The
development of innovative strategies for sustainable water
management in Western Australia and nationally will be the
result of a professorial appointment supported by Alcoa in 2008.
Murdoch is implementing an Environmental Sustainability
Program to draw together environmental initiatives
and prepare the University for the introduction of
carbon targets and mandatory reporting in 2012.
We are also bringing together a group of staff for a
University-wide ‘Green Team’ to help implement recycling,
energy saving and other initiatives in their own offices.
Murdoch University will continue to play an important
role as a catalyst for change in the higher education
sector and the nation on the sustainability front through
our research, teaching and our own actions.
Professor John Yovich AM
Vice Chancellor
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Tracking and tagging Fitzroy sawfish
A Murdoch study is uncovering the habits
and genetics of the endangered sawfish in
the Fitzroy River in the state’s
Kimberley region.

___________________ 22
Postcard from Dubai
Media studies graduate Adrian Kong is
living in Dubai, where he can soak up
the rich heritage of the Middle East.

___________________ 24

Who is in control of digital devices?
Research by Murdoch University’s Dr
Kirsty Best has found that computers,
mobile phones and personal digital
assistants that are supposed to make
our lives easier often don’t give us the
sense of control we expect from them.

___________________ 18

We are putting that commitment into practice on
campus. The installation of solar panels on the library
roof and purchase of 15 per cent GreenPower make us
the highest percentage user of nationally accredited
renewable energy of any university in the country.
Renewable energy is just one element of sustainability at
Murdoch University and in the broader community where we
are making a difference. Initiatives on campus cover biodiversity
measures – especially our work with Carnaby’s cockatoos,
water management and waste and recycling programs.

16

___________________ 20

Healthy eating

Biodiesel from algae, photovoltaic research, wind turbine
quality assurance and testing programs, climate science
and greenhouse accounting, sustainability planning, and
sustainable energy management reflect the quality and
breadth of Murdoch’s research and demonstrate our ability
to lead Australia into a reduced carbon emission economy.

____________________________
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edu.au/forms/changeofdetails.html
While we were thrilled to have so many
past students make renewed contact with
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For those Alumni who might be a little

us last year, we are still on the hunt for our

CRICOS Provider Code 00125J

anxious about the future given changing

lost Alumni! So make sure your contact

economies, we will be hosting two
workshops in the coming months to assist

Help us find
lost Alumni!
Are you are still in touch with friends from your
Murdoch University days? If so, help us reconnect
with them by visiting http://ace.murdoch.edu.au/
forms/changeofdetails.html, scrolling down and filling
in the name and email addresses of your friends.
You‘ll automatically go in the monthly draw to win
a $50 gift voucher to use in the Alumni Shop.

details stay up-to-date and if you have old
Murdoch buddies please invite them to get

Welcome to the first Intouch for 2009.

with career planning.

Alumni Careers and Employment has an
exciting year ahead, with continued
planning for Murdoch 2010 and improved
and extended services for all our Alumni.

We are also very excited to be hosting our

murdoch.edu.au/forms/changeofdetails.

first Alumni event in Adelaide this year and

html or by phone on +61 8 9360 6668 or

are very much looking forward to catching

via email to alumni@murdoch.edu.au.

Our first major event was the Annual
Careers Fair in early March. As always
this was an exciting day, with 70
employers attending and Bush Court full
of hundreds of interested students and
Alumni. See our report on page 6.

the many events we have planned for 2009.

We have a hectic schedule of local, national

up with our South Australian graduates.
I’m sure you’ll be inspired to come to one of
To view the full list of coming Alumni events,
click on the ‘Calendar of Events’ on your
alumni website at www.ace.murdoch.edu.

back in touch with us either online at ACE.

Finally, this will be my last InTouch for a
while, as I am on maternity leave until next
year. I know it will be a challenging and
rewarding time for you all and I wish you all
the best until I return.

au. To ensure you receive an invitation

Vanessa Fernandez-Kennedy

to all alumni events, please update your

Manager, Alumni, Careers

contact details at www.ace.murdoch.

and Employment
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Towards a sustainable future
Murdoch alumna Leah Knapp (Bachelor
of Arts in Sustainable Development
with honours, 2008) is working with
the Mosman Park community to forge
a sustainable future for local natural
habitats.
As the Town of Mosman Park’s Sustainability
Officer, Ms Knapp is assessing how
the council can cut down on water
and electricity use, while also assisting
local volunteers and school groups to
implement bush regeneration projects.

From Murdoch to the
‚
magistrate s chair

did not need formal training, many had
completed a council-funded bush regeneration

Alumna Tanya Watt (Bachelor of Laws,
1995) has been appointed Magistrate to the
Kalgoorlie Court.

course at the Apace Native Plant Nursery.
“My role is to really collaborate between
council and community groups and channel

Ms Watt was admitted as a barrister and
solicitor of the WA Supreme Court and the
High Court of Australia in 1996.

local interest into conservation projects
that need to be done,“ Ms Knapp said.

In 1998, she became a prosecutor with the
Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions.

“A lot can be achieved by working alongside
local residents, who are understandably

As acting Director of Legal Services, Practice
Manager and Senior State Prosecutor for
the DPP, Ms Watt managed a large team of
solicitors and support staff.

going to be the most passionate about
protecting their surroundings.”

Ms Knapp said the council was keen
to encourage community involvement
in protecting the environment.

Ms Knapp said her Murdoch University

She is currently working with volunteers
to rehabilitate native bush around the
southern end of Mosman Park.

environmental values was needed to protect

Ms Knapp said that although volunteers

lot of good people there,” she added.

She has extensive experience in the District and
Supreme courts, Drug Court and Children’s
Court.

degree had given her a holistic perspective
on how a combination of cultural and
the environment for future generations.
“The lecturers were fantastic and I met a
Leah Knapp
Left to right: Manager, Faculty, Justine Taylor, Claire McArthur and Vice Chancellor Professor John Yovich.
“It definitely would have been more
difficult to set up the company
without that knowledge,“ he said.
“The management training skills
have proven useful now that I
manage a team of people.“
Mr Blackburne is living proof that
success is not just about all work and
no play. In fact he took two years out

In little over a decade since graduating
from Murdoch, Paul Blackburne has
developed a national company providing
property services around the world and
employing 70 staff.
Last year, REIWA named Mr Blackburne
– Managing Director of Blackburne
Property Group – Top Salesperson by
Value for selling more than $311 million
worth of property sales, the highest figure
ever recorded in Western Australia.
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“The biggest career challenge I‘ve
faced was starting a new business with
limited cashflow,“ Mr Blackburne said.
“My second biggest challenge will be
dealing with the biggest economic
downturn in three generations.“
Looking back to his time studying
commerce, Mr Blackburne says
it marked the beginning of his
learning process about business.

It would also allow her to devote time to
volunteer at a public or private psychiatric
facility, and possibly attend next year’s
Australasian Society for Trauma and
Stress Studies Conference in Brisbane.

Ms McArthur, now in the final

After completing his Bachelor of

undergraduate year of her Bachelor of

“These experiences will provide me with

Psychology at Murdoch University, wants

invaluable knowledge and hands-on

to become a clinical psychologist.

skills,” Ms McArthur said.

program at Peters & Brown and then

Although she started her studies in

“But, without this scholarship they would be

by T & P Recruitment in London.

psychology in 2005, her experience of

out of my reach.”

losing her partner in 2007 to suicide

She said Murdoch had given her many

a graduate management training

From little things, big things grow

Overcoming personal trauma has given
Banksia Association Scholarship recipient
Claire McArthur the inspiration to become
the best psychologist she can be.

during his degree to go travelling.

Commerce, he was employed in

Blackburne Property Group Managing Director Paul Blackburne.

Scholarship recipient aims to
help other trauma sufferers

Next he returned to his love of travel
and financed his trips by working as a
ski instructor in Whistler, Canada, and
divemaster at the Red Sea, Egypt.
“At 25 I came back to Perth and worked
for a year with Joyce Property Investment
at the start of the boom, then started my
own business,“ Mr Blackburne said.
For new graduates starting out in the
job market he recommends they get
as much experience as they can.

has given her a deep insight into the
important healing role psychologists play.
Ms McArthur’s partner had
depression, post-traumatic stress and
multiple-personality disorder.
She said the $10,000 scholarship would

opportunities.
She initially didn’t gain the Tertiary Entrance
Rank score to get into psychology, but
Murdoch accepted her into a general Arts
degree and then, after obtaining great
results in the first year, she was granted

make a huge difference to her life,

admission into a Bachelor of Psychology.

allowing her to dedicate more time

The Banksia Association Honours

to studying rather than working.

Scholarship was established in late

Ms McArthur said it would assist
her with her goal to finish Honours,

2008 to encourage Murdoch students
to continue their education.

“Don‘t worry about what you get

complete a Masters degree and become

Association members include past external

paid, even if it means volunteering

a clinical psychologist, specialising in

members of the University Senate, holders of

for unpaid work experience.“

trauma and trauma-related illness.

honorary degrees and Emeritus Professors.

Prior to being appointed a magistrate, Ms Watt
was the senior prosecutor for the Kimberley
Justice Initiative for the Children’s Court
jurisdiction, which trialled child sexual offences
in the State’s north.

Looking at the changing
face of rural China
Murdoch alumna Dr Rachel Murphy (Bachelor
of Arts (Hons), 1994) is now Director of the
Asian Studies Centre at St Antony’s College,
Oxford.
Dr Murphy, who earned her PhD at
Cambridge (1999), has devoted a major part
of her academic career to examining the
impact of industrialisation, urbanisation and
modernisation on China’s rural communities.
A lecturer on the sociology of China and
Faculty Fellow (elected 2007), Dr Murphy held
a British Academy Postdoctoral fellowship at
Cambridge from 2000 to 2003.
As a research fellow in the Contemporary China
Studies Program at Oxford (2003-2005), Dr
Murphy examined education, “population
quality” and demographic change in the
country’s rural areas.
In a more recent posting (2005-2007) she was
a senior lecturer on East Asian studies at Bristol
University.
Widely published, Dr Rachel’s works include
How Migrant Labour is Changing Rural China
and Chinese Citizenship: Views from the Margins
(edited with VL Fong); Paying for Education
in Rural China; Turning Chinese Peasants
into Modern Citizens: Population Quality;
Demographic Transition and Primary Schools and
the Impact of Labour Migration on the Well-Being
and Agency of Rural Chinese Women.
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Connecting
Careers Fair
The 2009 Careers Fair held in early March
was a wonderful day with nearly 70
employers from a wide range of industry
sectors attending.
In the current uncertain economic climate, it
was a timely opportunity for past and present
Murdoch students to meet recruitment staff
face-to-face and gain a better understanding
of each company’s ethos and what they are
seeking in potential employees.
Employer responses were very positive with
many commenting on the enthusiasm and
excellent preparation of our students as well
as the increased numbers attending on the
day.
Special mention must be made of our
fabulous Careers Fair student volunteers, both
in the lead up and on the day itself.

Making a contribution –
MLA Roger Cook

of Arts in Social and Political Theory in
1983, but after a series of withdrawals to
politics, he did not receive his Bachelor of
Arts in Public Administration until 1990.

Murdoch graduates with the multi-

(Bachelor of Law, Bachelor of Commerce

disciplined degrees of law and commerce are

with major in Electronic Commerce,

finding strong demand for their expertise.

2002) has proven a shining star.

been a passion.

Among the employers providing

Mr Kipping, who started with summerslegal

He was an active member of the Australian

opportunities for Murdoch graduates

in January 2003, completed articles in March

is summerslegal, a Perth-based firm

2004, was appointed a senior associate in

specialising in both legal and corporate

2006 and became a partner on July 1, 2007.

Mr Cook was the first President of the
National Union of Students while at

Labor Party and State President of the party

Students and attending Alumni were asked
to provide general feedback on all aspects of
the day and as a reward, eight lucky winners
recently collected their prizes of either an
Ipod shuffle or a Murdoch Bookshop voucher.

policy and electorate officer roles for Jim

Everyone agreed that the fair was a fantastic
opportunity to discuss what employers
are looking for during the Graduate
Recruitment and employment process.

in government and media relations.

If so, a reunion planned for June 20 at
Murdoch‘s South St campus might be
of interest.
A collection of memorabilia will be displayed
on the night and the club‘s honour boards
and pennants gifted to the University
for posterity.
Additions or loans of memorabilia for the
night are welcomed.
To register your interest and update your
contact details (or anyone else’s you
think may want to be informed of this
event), please email Sam Nunn on
murdochrugbyreunion@y7mail.com
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Murdoch graduates in demand

change courses, travel or pursue student

Our survey distributed on the day and online
yielded some very interesting responses.

Did you ever tour with the club to Brisbane,
Melbourne, Europe, Malaysia, Kalgoorlie
and the South-West?

Left: Daryl Kipping
Right: Markus FernandezKennedy

The Kwinana MLA started a Bachelor

Murdoch, said public life had always

Were you a player or supporter of the
Murdoch University Rugby Club between
1989 and 2002?

Biotechnology & Molecular Biology
Lin Lendrum
Telephone: +61 8 9360 2897
http://www.bsb.murdoch.edu.au/interest/
alumni/bmb/
l.lendrum@murdoch.edu.au

Murdoch alumnus and State Labor
Deputy Opposition Leader Roger Cook
recalls an active student life that taught
him many lessons about politics and
being a force for change.

With their distinctive red shirts and
welcoming smiles they made every employer
feel extremely welcome and ensured the day
ran smoothly.

‚
Murdoch s Rugby Club
Reunion in June

Alumni Chapters
and City Contacts

in 1999 and 2000. He has also worked in
McGinty, Stephen Smith and Chris Evans.
Mr Cook was also general manager of a
public relations company which specialised
“I was raised with the idea that when
you enjoy privilege in life you have a
responsibility to get involved and make a
contribution to the world,” Mr Cook said.

recovery/insolvency advice.
State Labor Deputy Opposition Leader
Roger Cook

Summerslegal Managing Partner
Paul Summers said the firm had
employed numerous Murdoch

“And I was very keen to make a
contribution at Murdoch.

graduates over the years and many of

“Murdoch University was a huge
influence on my life in that it provided
life skills and some fantastic lessons.”

Mr Summers said he sought graduates who,

them had attained senior status.
along with achieving academic excellence,
showed an ability to market themselves and
the company to existing and future clients.
Two outstanding examples of

Mark Sinclair – Windlab Systems Chief Executive

Murdoch graduates employed at
summerslegal are Darryl Kipping
and Markus Fernandez-Kennedy.

Mark Sinclair (Bachelor of Applied Science
in Energy, 1999) credits his Murdoch
degree with widening his perspective and
career options.

Double-degree holder Darryl Kipping

Mr Summers said Mr Kipping, who had
built a strong rapport with the firm’s
staff, as well as commercial and corporate
clients, provided an excellent role model
for articled clerks and junior solicitors.
Markus Fernandez-Kennedy (Bachelor
of Commerce, Professional Accounting,
2007) started work with summerslegal’s
corporate advisory division,
summerscorporate in July 2008.
“Since that time, Markus has really
embraced the team culture of the firm,
demonstrated strong leadership abilities
and quickly established himself as a valued
and well-liked employee,” he said.

The ideas factory

Mr Sinclair, who was appointed chief
executive of Windlab Systems in
2005, had worked as a civil engineer
for nine years before enrolling at
Murdoch for further study.

Aaron Barton (Bachelor of Commerce,
2006) has enjoyed a diverse career since
graduating and is now planning to do
postgraduate studies in advertising.

He previously worked as a project
manager at Shell, and said the Murdoch
degree provided him with the know-how,
insight and impetus to pursue a successful
career in the renewable energy field.

After specialising in marketing management
and accounting during his Murdoch
studies, Mr Barton gained marketing and
business liaison roles with Lotterywest
and the Department for Communities.

Windlab Systems has developed
technology to create a wind map of any
area of the world, thereby drastically
reducing the time required to find
an efficient wind farm location.

He said his Murdoch studies had given
him an ability to come up with unique,
off-centre ideas and he believed this
fresh-thinking approach would serve
him well in his future endeavours.

Mark Sinclair

Law Alumni
Lyn Tooley
+61 8 9360 2979
l.tooley@murdoch.edu.au
Veterinary Alumni
Telephone: +61 8 9360 6342
http://www.vetbiomed.murdoch.edu.au/MABS/
Alumni.html
vettrust@murdoch.edu.au
Singapore
Mr Lim Jit Mee
limjitmee@jitm.com.sg
Hong Kong
Karen Ng
unimaxi@netvigator.com
Malaysia
Mr Adrian Ong, President
adrian76@streamyx.com
Botswana
Daniel C Malumbela
dmalumbela@debswana.bw
Telephone: +267 71202683
Thailand
Mr Somsak Soonthornnawaphat
Telephone: +66 2662 4029 Exit 122
Mobile: +66 1 754 4548
Somsak@iucnt.org
Mr Pichai Chinachote
Telephone: +66 02 6498200
pichai.chinachote@luxurycollection.com
Indonesia
Nita Jodana
Telephone: + 62 21 86899 522
nita.jodana@daimlerchrysler.com
Japan
Ms Sayuri Okufuji
kcscenter@tenma.in
France
Serge Lambert
slambert@teamcotedazur.fr
Mobile: +33 (0) 6 03 35 64 17
Telephone: +33 (0) 4 92 17 51 67
Sydney
Dr Janet Chew
janet.chew@acu.edu.au

Aaron Barton
After completing postgraduate
studies he intends finding work with
an east coast advertising agency.

Melbourne
Linda Whittaker
jonlindammy@iprimus.com.au
New York (USA)
Andy Daulatzai
daulatz@myway.com
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Murdoch news
The framework was agreed at a recent summit between
Murdoch University and City of Mandurah representatives.

A family affair for foundation alumnus

Murdoch University’s campus in Mandurah is co-located with
Mandurah Senior College and Challenger TAFE in Carleton
Place, Mandurah.

Studying at Murdoch University has been a family affair for foundation
alumnus Janis Purvinskis.
Mr Purvinskis, the Honorary Consulate of the Republic of Latvia,
(Bachelor of Arts in Education (1978) and History (1980)), recalls that
Murdoch has been a formative part of his family’s life.

Deputy Vice Chancellor Gary Martin said the framework would
guide the development of higher education in the Mandurah
region, including strengthening existing collaboration
between Murdoch University and Challenger TAFE, with a
view to diversifying course offerings available at Peel.

His wife Valma graduated with a Bachelor of Arts (Social and Political
Theory in 1986), son Robert earned a Bachelor of Science in Physics and
daughter Lidija Matisons completed psychology studies at Murdoch in
1999.

“The need for this framework arose as the result of a recent review
of Australian higher education known as the Bradley Review, as well
as Mandurah’s Southern City Strategy,” Professor Martin said.
Left to right: Murdoch University’s Health and Sciences Faculty Dean
Professor Rhonda Marriott, City of Mandurah’s Mayor Paddi Creevey and
Chief Executive Officer Mark Newman and Murdoch Deputy Vice Chancellor
Professor Gary Martin.

Mr Purvinskis, who has written about his history of leaving Latvia
with his parents after the war, living in a refugee camp in Germany
and then moving to Northam as a 14-year-old, credits Murdoch with
playing a significant part in his transformation from motor mechanic
to academic.

He said the Bradley Review had called for regional university
campuses – like Murdoch’s Peel campus – to build strong links with
the local community, other sectors of education and business.
“We also agreed to two planning themes for course delivery moving
forward,“ he said.

Summit talks benefit Peel campus

“One theme will focus on community, family and child health – the
other is a focus on business and information technology initiatives.”

Murdoch University and the City of Mandurah have set in place
a broad framework for the ongoing development of Murdoch’s
Peel Campus.

Mayor Paddi Creevey said the Southern City Strategy had highlighted
the need for a strong university presence in the region and this would
be essential to the development of a diversified economy and
employment as the city develops.

“My biggest problem at university was that English was a second
language for me and it was very challenging back then to get through
the vast amount of writing and reading that I had to do,” Mr Purvinskis
said.
After leaving university, Mr Purvinskis did further study at teachers’
college before progressing to a 20-year career in education.
His book, Life of a Displaced Person, is available in the Murdoch library.

Alumni can
gain knowledge
for less.

A spectacular showcase of dance, drama and music by WA’s most
talented Year 12 performing arts students will continue to be
sponsored for the next three years by Murdoch University.

Student village expansion opens
Murdoch University Bookshop extends a special invitation to all
Murdoch graduates to use the Murdoch Bookshop.

Murdoch University’s student village expansion opened in time
for first semester this year.

We are pleased to offer a 12% discount on a range of items
including textbooks, general books, stationery,
multimedia and giftware.

An increase in demand for on-campus accommodation prompted
Murdoch to approve plans by the property manager, Campus Living
Villages, to provide another 298 beds by the start of first semester.

To take advantage of this offer, please present this
advertisement to claim your discount.

Sixty existing apartments were also refurbished
with new carpet, paint and furniture.
Murdoch’s student village now offers a total of 836 beds.

Please consult our website
for further information:
http://bookshop.murdoch.edu

www.murdoch.edu.au
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Bookshop opening times
8.30pm – 4.30pm Monday to Friday

Deputy Vice Chancellor (Faculty, Enterprise and International)
Professor Gary Martin said the expansion and refurbishment
provided some of the best on-campus accommodation in Australia.
“The accommodation features an e-library, café and
swimming pool for residents," Professor Martin said.
Campus Living Villages contracted EMCO to build the extension.

Murdoch’s Senior Lecturer of Education, Robin Pascoe, has
been involved in the popular annual event – Performing
Arts Perspectives – since its inception and was a proactive
member of this year’s steering committee.
“Murdoch decided to sponsor this event, held at His Majesty’s
Theatre in January, because we actively reach out to support arts
education in schools and the wider community,” Mr Pascoe said.
“Raising awareness about the drama, theatre and drama education
programs at Murdoch should have positive benefits for enrolments.”
The sold-out event showcased the exemplary work of the previous
year’s 14 highest achieving Year 12 dance, drama and music students,
providing current Year 11 and 12 teachers and students with a
benchmark to measure excellence in WA’s youth performing arts.
In 2010, Murdoch’s Lecturer in Theatre and Drama Studies,
Dr Serge Tampalini, will coordinate Murdoch University’s
involvement with other event sponsors, the WA Academy
of Performing Arts and The Perth Theatre Trust.
“The active partnership between the Theatre programs in English
and Creative Arts and the Drama Education program in the
School of Education provides strong pathways and opportunities
in the arts for Murdoch students,” Dr Tampalini said.

Been into the
Alumni shop
lately?
We’re bursting at the seams with new stock!
Come in and discover our new-look fleecies, t-shirts, polo and
business shirts. We also have some elegant additions to our
beautiful range of corporate gifts: compasses, 512MB flash
drives and torch key-rings, all sporting Murdoch’s new logo.
Staff, students and alumni – all welcome!
Telephone: 9360 6668
or Email: J.Alder@murdoch.edu.au
CRICOS Provider Code 00125J

‚
Murdoch sponsors WA s
young performing arts talent

www.murdoch.edu.au
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Tackling global waste issues with biogas
Having grown up in a highly populated
region of southern India, Dr Jaya
Nair is always mindful of the serious

The ETC project, which would use
meat and food waste from a nearby

mainly dry and arid habitat created an

market and restaurant, would be

For her, waste management – in

urgency to sustainably manage a limited

divided into three stages.

particular the need to divert waste

resource of habitable land,“ she said.

away from landfill – is a pressing

April 15 and the team hoped to begin the

overcame the need to transport

“The high incidence of diseases such as

second stage of assessing gas output, water

waste to centralised landfills, left

malaria and dengue fever are occurring

treatment and sludge production by July 15.

minimal environmental footprints.

because waste is not managed properly,”
Murdoch‘s Environmental Technology
Centre (ETC) Director Dr Nair said.

“Murdoch University is committed to

Professor Mallal said construction of

Infectious Diseases, on Discovery Way,

improving health and living standards in

the Institute would enable his team of

will become home to Professors Simon

Australia and around the world through its

more than 40 researchers – based at

Mallal and Ian James and their team

research and development work in health

Royal Perth Hospital until they move to

from the Centre for Clinical Immunology

and medical sciences, including clinical

and Biomedical Statistics (CCIBS).

the new facility – to undertake leading-

immunology and biomedical statistics,

edge research they did not currently

Professor Mallal, who has made several
key internationally acclaimed advances

chiropractic, nursing and psychology,” Vice
Chancellor Professor John Yovich said.

in HIV research – including the discovery

“The Institute seeks to extend its current

that the HIV virus can mutate to avoid

research methodology over a range of

recognition by the immune system

infectious diseases and human genetics

– is Director of the new Institute.

to improve global health outcomes.”

Professor James is an eminent biostatistician
from Murdoch University and a key
partner in the team’s success.

Murdoch’s state-of-the-art research institute
has been designed to minimise requirements
for airconditioning and lighting through the

have the physical space to complete.

Development is coordinating the
Genesiis Campaign, led by patrons Stan
and Jean Perron, to source donations
from individuals and organisations.

“We would be looking at a plant of

pilot biogas plant using food waste.

Once built, the plants would be relatively

eight to 10 cubic metre capacity to be

The two-cubic-metre plant, which will

in employing casual labour to oversee their

household lights for 10 hours.

operation and feed them with food waste.

“However, we’ll work this out after

can be generated from the resultant gas,

Dr Nair said the majority of the world’s

we get our research results. We also

is possibly the first of its kind in Australia

biogas plants were used for treating

need to assess the influence of gas

because it will use food waste instead of

animal waste, so Murdoch would need to

production on the climate.”

the more commonly used animal waste.

assess how a plant using food waste would

provide onsite anaerobic treatment of food
waste and assess how much electricity

Supported by the WA Landfill Levy Fund,

simple to run, with the main expense being

perform in Western Australian conditions.

able to provide power for, say, four

Dr Nair said she believed there were
business opportunities for biogas plant

restaurants and/or food chains.

Murdoch University Discoverers Grant.

gaseous components, and had a similar

significantly advance the worldacclaimed work undertaken by the
CCIBS team,” Professor Mallal said.

Dr Nair said waste avoidance and

combustion temperature to natural gas.

She hoped that after standardisation it
would be possible to install plants at other

waste recovery issues would become

The gas could generate electricity, and waste

destinations, such as lifestyle and mining

increasingly significant in Australia as

water created from the biogas plant could

villages, around Western Australia.

Manager of Campus Projects, Charles
Giglia, said construction started in August
2007 and had run smoothly considering

The Institute has received research
the National Association of Testing
endorsed, not-for-profit company that
conducts accreditation of Australia‘s
laboratories and other testing facilities.

The McCusker Charitable Foundation and

with key service facilities for sample

It is the first testing facility in WA to

the Perron Charitable Foundation have

storage and waste management and

receive research and development

each donated $500,000 to the campaign.

offices for laboratory personnel.

accreditation, and the third nationwide.
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usual problems of odour, dust and pests.

project to set up and standardise a

medical researchers and will help

Authorities (NATA), a government-

genetic and cellular assay systems, along

electricity for substantial use,” Dr Nair said.

is now driving an innovative ETC

with health institutions, breweries,

The building also contains extensive

as PC2 laboratories for high throughput

“The pilot plant will not be able to generate

composting systems, it did not present the

need to divert waste away from landfill

40 per cent carbon dioxide and other

and development accreditation from

(physical containment) laboratory, as well

sealed fermentation tank, was that unlike

the food waste plant generated.

Initiatives Scheme and a further $20,000

and microbiology laboratories.

laboratory spaces, including a PC3

Dr Nair’s conviction about the pressing

which involved feeding the waste into a

This would determine how much electricity

excellent news for Western Australian

track to open mid-year or sooner.

needed, Murdoch’s Office of

The beauty of the biogas technology,

operators or suppliers to collaborate

the building’s complexity and was on

To raise the remaining $10 million

polluted by improper dumping practices.”

for operating the biogas plant.

was about 60 per cent methane and

will include a patient reception,
Clinical Trials Unit, pharmacology

zoos and housing estates.

under the Waste Authority’s Strategic Waste

On the ground floor, clinical services

million from Murdoch University.

standardisation procedure produced

and rural communities, supermarkets,

“Establishment of the Institute is

million, supported by Federal Government

dispensary, consulting rooms,

supplies around the world have been

completed by December, would see a

be used in mining villages, remote

She said biogas generated from waste

careful use of window shadings and glazing.

support of $2.3 million, and $2.7

“Many waterways and drinking water

Dr Nair said the final stage, due to be

Their portability meant they could easily

the project has attracted a $45,823 grant

The purpose-built Institute cost $35
funding of $19.5 million, State Government

The plant was due to be operational by

Dr Nair said biogas plants, which

global issue that cannot be ignored.

The Institute for Immunology and

the process, thereby creating zero emissions.

regions, the nature of Australian’s

inappropriate dumping of waste.

A world-class medical research facility which will increase research into
HIV AIDS, hepatitis and other infectious diseases opens this year at
Murdoch University.

“While we were not affected by the

be used as a liquid fertiliser or recycled into

putrefaction issues affecting tropical

environmental degradation caused by

World-class medical facility to soon open

our population continued to grow.

Tackling the evermounting problem of
waste management
is a passion for
Murdoch University’s
Environmental
Technology Centre
(ETC) Director,
Dr Jaya Nair.
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Renewed Murdoch effort to help
heal Rwandan genocide survivors
A team of researchers and academics from
Murdoch University is helping in the process of
healing Rwanda, as Denice Rice reports.
Just where to start healing a nation

McGarty said that many would be surprised

after one in seven of its inhabitants

at the identity Rwanda is now forging

have been murdered is a rare

for itself on the international stage.

and exceptional challenge.

“The people of Rwanda have made a

But it’s a challenge a team of researchers

very deliberate and conscious decision

and academics from Murdoch University

that not only will genocide not happen

has been tackling for several years.

in their country again, but they have

Professor Craig McGarty, Director of
Murdoch’s Social Research Institute, said the

also made a commitment to help stop
genocide in other countries,” he said.

University’s involvement in the process of

“Rwanda now has thousands of troops

healing in Rwanda began in 2007 with an

involved in genocide prevention in

academic film group visiting the country.

the Darfur region, where they are

It has now grown to a point where Ibuka,

part of a peacekeeping force.

the main survivor organisation, has asked

“It’s an inspiring achievement – it

Murdoch to assist with building awareness

shows recovery despite the odds.”

of the commemoration planned for the
15th anniversary of the genocide this year.
Part of that assistance will be to
encourage Australians to participate in
a minute’s silence at noon on April 7.
While a minute’s silence may not appear
to be a huge step in the recovery process,
Professor McGarty said that getting
the world to recognise and remember
the enormity of what happened in
those 100 days in Rwanda has huge

Murdoch’s involvement in Rwanda began
when film experts Associate Professors
Mick Broderick and Martin Mhando visited
Rwanda in 2007 to record and learn more
about the reconciliation and recovery efforts.
This was followed by a week-long visit by
four Murdoch staff members in January.

donated by Murdoch so that more of the

happened,” Professor McGarty said.
“This does hold back recovery because
people feel forgotten and abandoned.

No effort was made to evacuate Tutsi
civilians or Hutu moderates, the
targets of the avenging Hutu.
The killings ended only after the
intervention of armed Tutsi rebels from
neighbouring countries in July 1994.

can be told by Rwandans themselves,”
Associate Professor Broderick said.
He added that from the initial contact,
the connection with psychology grew
because the Rwandan filmmakers found
that as they were recording and speaking
to people about how they had survived

world didn’t do, we are trying to build

and what had happened to their families,

awareness of the positive achievements

survivors were breaking down because

of the country since then.”

for many it was the first time they had
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Peacekeeping troops were pulled out,
leaving behind a tiny force of about 200
soldiers for the entire country. The US,
France, Belgium and Italy subsequently also
evacuated their personnel from Rwanda.

story of Rwanda’s resilience and recovery

happened and what the rest of the

but alter the destiny of a nation, Professor

Almost inexplicably, the UN Security Council
responded to the worsening crisis by
voting unanimously to abandon Rwanda.

with some using digital video cameras

“As well as creating awareness of what

While such an horrific event cannot help

The assassination sparked an instantaneous
and catastrophic explosion of decades of
simmering tensions between the majority
Hutu and minority Tutsi ethnic groups.

importantly we assisted in training people

“One of the shocking things about what

little understanding there is today of what

An estimated one in seven people were
killed in the wave of mass murders that
swept the tiny African nation following
the assassination of President Juvenal
Habyarimana on April 6 that year.

testimony of genocide survivors, but more
in Rwanda to make those recordings,

rest of the world did at the time and how

Over 100 days in 1994, up to one million
Rwandans were killed in what the world
now recognises as one of the worst acts
of genocide since the Holocaust.

“We were able to help record the

significance for the people of Rwanda.
happened in Rwanda is how little else the

A painful legacy

spoken about their experience.
“The local filmmakers felt they had an
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Rwanda facts:
Geography: Rwanda is in east-central
Africa and is surrounded by the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Uganda, Tanzania
and Burundi.
Population: About 10 million.
Capital: Kigali (population: more than
850,000)

Left to right: Personal Assistant to the Minister for Sports and Culture Laurent T Makuza, Murdoch
University’s Associate Professor Mick Broderick and Dr Amanda Third, Republic of Rwanda Minister for
Sports and Culture the Hon Joseph Habineza, Murdoch University’s Professor Craig McGarty and
Dr Angela Ebert, and Kigali Memorial Centre Director of Documentation Yves Kamuronsi.
ethical responsibility to do something
for these people,” he said.

aftermath of a million murders.”
Dr Angela Ebert, a clinical and counselling

“They felt that if they were going to ask

psychologist at Murdoch’s School

these questions of these people they needed

of Psychology, has since developed

to know how to deal with the result.

numerous contacts with key mental

“So they spoke to people in the School of

health specialists and trauma counsellors

Psychology and it was decided that there

working with genocide survivors and has

should be an approach to the authorities

started “train the trainers” programs.

in Rwanda to see if Murdoch could help

“I have worked with trauma and torture

with training people in Rwanda in trauma
counselling as part of a larger program.”

survivors from around the world
and while the level of resilience we

Professor McGarty said the scope of the

encountered in Rwanda was a great

Rwandan disaster meant that a whole

source of inspiration, the scale of

new approach to trauma counselling

untreated post-traumatic stress disorder

had to be developed based on the latest

there was staggering,” Dr Ebert said.

psychological research on resilience.

“To leave it untreated would create

“In most situations the approach would

an unacceptable human cost and lead

be to heal the individuals who in turn

to increased disease, lowered life

help heal the nation, but the scope
of the Rwandan disaster was so great
that’s not a practical approach.”
“For instance with the bushfires we’ve
been having in Victoria many extra
trauma counsellors will go to Victoria
to help those affected, but there isn’t

expectancy and social dislocation.”
The Murdoch University team is
working around the clock to find the
financial resources from the corporate,
government and philanthropic sector
to build support for the program.

the capacity anywhere in the world to

Anyone wanting to support the

come up with the number of trauma

program should contact Professor

counsellors needed to deal with the

Craig McGarty on 9360 7616.

Religions: Roman Catholic, (about 56 per
cent of the population) Protestant (26 per
cent) and Islamic (about four per cent)
Languages: English,
Kinyarwanda and French
Ethnicity: Hutu (84 per cent of the
population), Tutsi (15 per cent) and
Twa (pygmoid – one per cent)
President: Paul Kagame (since April 2000)
Prime Minister: Bernard Makuza
(since March 2000)
Economy: About 90 per cent
of the population is engaged in
(mainly subsistence) agriculture.
The 1994 genocide decimated Rwanda‘s
economic base, which severely impoverished
the population, particularly women.
But the government is working
to reduce poverty by improving
education, infrastructure and foreign
and domestic investment.
Tourism: Rwanda is famed for its mountain
gorillas that can be viewed in their natural
habitat in the Parc National des Volcans
(PNV) in northern Rwanda. The gorillas live
in a protected area, free from poachers.
Known as the land of a thousand hills,
Rwanda has several national parks
and a rich bird life – 670 different
bird species have been identified.
Information sourced from official website
of the Republic of Rwanda (www.gov.rw).

More nutrients in premium pet food
‚
than children s breakfast cereals
Beware of the health claims made by some breakfast cereal companies –
a Murdoch University professor tells Wendy Pryer that premium pet food may
be richer in nutrients.
Professor Peter Dingle is not only respected

The illustrations, some of them adapted

a barrage of advertising about so-called

academic; he is one of WA’s leading public

from well-known tales such as Snow White

‘food’ – that he came up with his latest

advocates of nutrition and an expert in

and Frankenstein, not only catch the

idea to get the public’s attention about how

toxicology.

eye of children as young as five and six

their diet could actually be killing them.

He is also a very prolific publisher.

Professor Dingle said it was not only children

on the plane because it was so apparent

The latest in his literary series, My Dog Eats

who learned from pictures. Research

that many cases of autism and ADHD can

shows that when words are supported by

actually be fixed by dietary changes, but the

images, there is a much greater chance of

message that people are getting, including

Better Than Your Kids, is an extremely
informative and graphic way of looking at
the average Australian diet and what effect
it has on our health.
What makes this book so different to the rest
is that it is designed to engage the entire
family, and it certainly seems to achieve that.
And the title is no gimmick – Professor
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but representatives of all age groups.

getting the message across. As the saying
goes, “a picture tells a thousand words”.
Professor Dingle said he was also after the

“I literally wrote this book on the way home

from prominent health organisations like
heart and diabetes groups, is that food
containing no nutrients, such as white

attention of fathers, who can play a big part

bread, is good for them,” he said.

in determining the direction of the family

“About 80 to 90 per cent of Type 2

diet, with illustrations like that of a middleaged man leaving a “stupamart” with bags

diabetes is caused by lifestyle. Reducing
sugar but continuing with a diet high in

Dingle provides the evidence that good-

full of processed foods dripping bad oils.

quality dog food is better than the

He said it was after leaving a conference

is a nutritional problem that prevents

nutritionally-depleted breakfast cereals

about autism and attention deficit

sugar getting into the cells, so radical

and other so-called foods that most WA

hyperactivity disorders in the eastern

changes in diet are needed to ensure

children and adults consume every day.

states – and then being assaulted with

the body is getting enough nutrients.”

processed foods is not the answer. Diabetes
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Biodynamic winery a leading
case study in sustainability
Cullen Winery and its famous biodynamic
vineyard will feature as a case study
in a Cape to Cape bioregional study
of south-west Western Australia.
The project, which looks at how this region
exemplified a particular kind of sustainability
and resilience, has been initiated by
recently appointed Murdoch University
Professor of Sustainability Glenn Albrecht.
The Cape to Cape Catchment Management

Ensuring the South-West wine
industry has a bright future
Climate variability over the next 30 years will be
a major challenge for viticulturalists who strive to
develop and maintain vineyards in the wine grapegrowing regions of south-west Western Australia,
reports Sue Emmett.
According to Murdoch University climate

grid resolution model to estimate

expert, Professor of Environmental Science

temperature, relative humidity,

Tom Lyons, South-West vintners will still

wind speeds and sun exposure.

be able to grow grapes, but those chasing
a quality product will need to give a lot
more thought to the type of fruit they
select to grow so that crops are compatible
with anticipated climate change.
Professor Lyons is a specialist in boundary
layer meteorology. His interest lies in the
first few hundred metres of atmosphere
above land surface and much of his work
involves studying the effect of air pollution

The model took into account the local
topography of the region, vegetation and
soils. Large-scale synoptic meteorology was
then used to drive the model to predict
the mesoclimatic changes across the area.
“As part of the project we wanted to know
what sort of mesoscale climatic changes
had taken place in the Margaret River
region, particularly in the vineyards, over

Group and the Augusta-Margaret River
such important biological indicators

of Agriculture and Food, viticulturalists

such as the grape chilling factor and

recognised the potential of linking their

degree days to reach maturity.”

inhouse data on bud burst and grape

Professor Lyons said chardonnay required

maturity with the detailed model results.

approximately 1150 days to reach

By linking this biological information

maturity and merlot needed considerably

with the meteorological model results,

more time, so by examining the results

it should be possible to gain a greater

of the grid you could gauge when and

insight into the impact of potential climate

where the grapes were likely to reach

variability on individual vineyards.

maturity in the different years, effectively
down to the individual vineyard.
“Vintners and viticulturalists recognised
that our spatial trends were what they
had been observing on their properties
over the past decade and it was consistent
with their own knowledge,” he said.

Climate variability is starting to impact
more now and vintners are noticing the
gap is changing and becoming shorter.
There is a longer period for the white
grapes to mature and less time for the red
grapes. In recent years, some vineyards left
the red grapes on the vine because they

“They were prepared to believe us

did not have sufficient growing degree

because our model results were

days before the cold weather came in.

and since then, biodynamic.
He said they had now reversed the
loss of soil fertility by using composts
and biodynamic preparations, and
have achieved vine balance, giving
consistently better-quality fruit and

positive sense of identity and place that

crop balance without irrigation.

residents have for this special bioregion.

Evidence of this success is in the form of

“Cullen is an interesting case study in pre-

the amount of good publicity their wines

adaption to climate change because they are

and staff are getting internationally.

not using irrigation to water their vines –

Another key factor in sustainability is

they have decided to go down the route that
the vines must be able to adapt to changing
climate conditions,” Professor Albrecht said.
“The winery has also introduced many
other sustainable practices, including
re-vegetating creek lines with local native
plants and using wild yeast which is evolving
in the vineyard for the fermentation process.
“The Cullen family has a strong set
of personal values as exemplified
in their corporate motto: “quality,

the scale and size of enterprises and
Cullen has responded to this issue by
focusing on quality, not quantity.
“The winery has rejected the idea of
getting bigger in preference to becoming
more refined in what they are doing
on their own property,” he said.
“Other vineyards and agricultural
enterprises are now starting to take notice
and emulate what Cullen is doing.

has not only paid off for them – it is proving

was expected to become drier and

vineyard and business which is now one

to be a real winner for the local environment

variability in the future and many

warmer over the coming decades,

of the most outstanding examples of

and the Margaret River community.”

viticulturalists, particularly those in

with increased variability.

Margaret River, are already experiencing
increased variability in maturity dates.

“Our research is about helping vintners
to live with this increased climate

“What we have been doing since is running

variability, and better gear their

a number of climate change scenarios

businesses for the variability,” he said.

in Margaret River, Pemberton and Mt

kilometre grid gave us an accurate

would have to face under each scenario.”

and cabernet sauvignon grapes.

from the University of WA to model

picture of the region from 1948 through

“The question will be: will they still be

to the present day. It also produced

The main message that comes from the

small-scale variations in the climate of
vineyards established between Margaret

detailed meteorological model results

River and Albany, and compare the

for every hour across the grid.

growth days and grape sugar content.

going organic (certified in 2003)

“The model results suggest greater

sorts of environments vineyard owners

local vintners, who could see the quite

The family countered this trend by

“Their extraordinary effort to be sustainable

“The spatial resolution of the one-

“The results were well received by

soil fertility and productivity.

have extended them to a biodynamic

He recently established a research

indicators such as bud burst, chilling factor,

some Cullen vineyards were losing

integrity and sustainability” and they

past decades,” Professor Lyons said.

microclimate of each area to biological

for the study, which focuses on the

Professor Albrecht said a decade ago

Professor Lyons said the South-West

relevant to the work they did.

over cities and land-use change on climate.
program with Professor John Considine

Shire have also expressed initial support

sustainable viticulture in Australia.”

Barker, providing an indication of the

model is that climate variability will be

“Vineyard owners and managers will
still be able to grow chardonnay, merlot

able to produce quality grapes as the

the biggest problem for the viticulture

climate becomes a lot more variable?

industry. Growing the grapes is not an

“Having as much information as possible

issue, but rather how you manage the
infrastructure and ensure quality product

about individual farms will better enable
people within the wine growing industry

marked spatial gradients of temperature

in times of increased climate variability.

In Margaret River, Professor Lyons set

and moisture across the region and the

Following a series of meetings across the

continue producing quality product for

up a very fine one-kilometre-square

impact of these model results had on

South-West organised by the Department

the domestic and international market.”

to grow the right grapes for their area and

Photo courtesy of Cullens Wines/Frances Andrjich Photography
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There’s even worse news for those

“People worry that their digital devices will

techno-savvy types who are sure

let them down and leave them high and

they’re the one in charge of their

dry at a time when they really need them.”

technology – it’s just an illusion.

devices can also make people feel out

Dr Kirsty Best has found that the

of control, according to Dr Best.

computers, mobile phones and personal
digital assistants that are supposed
to make our lives easier often don’t
give us what we expect from them.
“Not only do users find it difficult to
stay in charge of their environments
with these technologies, but they
often find it difficult to control the
gadgets themselves,” Dr Best said.
According to Dr Best, our sense of
control over the digital technology
we use depends on which aspect of

norms surrounding these technologies. The
devices we use become part of the way we
present ourselves to the world,” she said.
“Just as when we say something
rude or inappropriate it reflects
badly on us, the technology we use
can also reflect badly on us.
“A phone ringing at an inappropriate
time, for instance, definitely makes
people feel out of control.
“It’s embarrassing because the phone

“Most people when they talk about

when you didn’t want it to.”

email, making a phone call or organising
their social calendar, are very positive and
express a great deal of confidence in the

is making itself known at a time
Dr Best says the feelings of lack of
control people feel toward their
devices can even extend to the

performance of their devices,” she said.

physical space the devices take up.

“But often this confidence in the device’s

“Especially with computers, people express

ability to perform tasks just gives the
user an illusion of control and when
you talk to people in more detail you

frustration at the amount of space it can
take up and how difficult it is to organise
the cords and the printer and everything

realise that there are a lot of frustrations

else that goes with it,” Dr Best said.

and many people don’t have the type

So now that we know we’re out of

of control they think they do.

control what can we do about it?

“The functions a digital device allows

The reality, according to Dr Best, is that

us to accomplish unequivocally make us

users will never have total control, but

feel in charge, however our relationship

they can hope to increase their share.

with the interface of that device – the
way it allows us to communicate with
it – can rob us of that control.
“These frustrations and negative issues
can go as far back as how to turn the
device on the first time it’s used.”
Dr Best said it’s like learning a new
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“We are looking at a whole new set of social

our devices we’re looking at.
performing a task, such as sending an

Who has control:
you or the machine?

The social implications of digital

A study by Murdoch University researcher

Knowledge about the technology they’re
using is, according to Dr Best, the best
way for users to boost their share.
“Interestingly, the length of time a person
had used a device was not a predictor as to
whether they felt more control,” she said.
”The thing that did predict being in charge

Ever had the feeling that your mobile phone or

language.

computer is controlling your life? Well, you’re

a relationship with their device, she

not alone and the bad news is that your personal

relationship will be similarly problematic.
Dr Best said another area where many

a short time, but had gone to the

technology is most likely ruling your life more than

users were left floundering was reliability.

effort to find out how it worked.

“People feel particularly out of control

you ever realised – as Denice Rice discovers.

“That’s not to say all users need to go

when considering whether their phone

into a major hardware and software

or computer will keep working, shut

education but even a little bit of

down, run out of batteries or behave

knowledge of how these things work

erratically in some other way,” she said.

gives a much greater sense of control.”

People then use this language to develop
adds, and if the language is difficult, the

was the amount of knowledge a user had.
“Some people had been long-time users
but hadn’t increased their knowledge
of the technology, while others had
only been using the technology for

Dr Kirsty Best

Research project looks at
“architectural” controls
Dr Best’s research is part of a broader
project called Screen Capture: How
we consent to technology in an age of
control, which examines the “architectural”
or embedded controls hidden within
most of the technology we use.
A typical example is digital rights
management which employs digital code
to constrain use, such as when MP3s
are coded to allow them to be played
back only on authorised machines.
The increasing use of architectural constraints
within technology represents a significant
shift of power toward the manufacturers
of technology, according to Dr Best.
“This method of regulating technology,
which is significantly different from
earlier reliance on law and social norms,
is now a silent partner in our use of
communication devices,” she said.
“Yet in spite of architectural control’s
growing influence, little work has been
done to analyse its mechanisms and
the shift in power it represents.
“Not that people should be sweating
about this every day but we should
be aware of issues surrounding digital
rights management and the embedded
controls that are built into devices.”
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Tracking and tagging Fitzroy
sawfish in the Kimberley
Murdoch Freshwater Fish Group, in the Centre
for Fish and Fisheries Research, is working with
the Kimberley Land Council and the Kimberley
Language Resource Centre to track and record
fish distributions in the Fiztroy River, David Cohen
reports.

In Walmajarri, for example, what we know

we know what depth they’re at, when

include Stirling Peverell from the Queensland

we really need to know as much as we

as the Fitzroy glassfish is called jinpirr.

they’re there, and the temperature of

Department of Primary Industries and

can about the fish before that happens.

Barramundi is known as marrulpal, or

the water.

Fisheries, and Dr Dean Thorburn, who

parlka.
Freshwater sawfish is called piyalpiyal, or
wirrtani – and in the Nyikina language, the
words are similar: pial pial, or wirridanyniny.
“Fish are extremely important culturally:
some of them are totems for Indigenous
people.

of spots.

getting smaller and cheaper and they’re

Kimberley Language Resource Centre,

beginning.

invaluable when learning about fish.

“That was extremely important, because

“We’ve got receivers in the river and acoustic

the river is very diverse from a cultural

tags on the dorsal fins of sawfish,” he said.

investigations into the Fitzroy’s inhabitants.

Department of the Environment, Water,
Heritage and the Arts, has revealed

spoken in the Fitzroy River Valley.”

the habits of the sawfish and will

The importance of marine life to

Using tracking receivers in the river

Indigenous people was unearthed during

and acoustic tags on their dorsal fins,

Dr Morgan’s original language research.
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The technology, funded by the Federal

“Six different Aboriginal languages are

for goanna, and fishing is a way of life.”

the biology of barramundi.

with sawfish research.
If you report a tagged sawfish to

he’ll give you a ‘Team Sawfish’ t-shirt.

Tracking and tagging devices are

has continued to spawn innovative

But even non-scientists can help

of fish, what the fish eat and even

the researchers can get genetic samples,

communities were involved from the

“There’s still a lot of traditional hunting

of freshwater sawfish, satellite tracking

irrigation projects or for the needs of Perth,

Dr Morgan ensured the region’s Indigenous

Centre for Fish and Fisheries Research,

could be a Murdoch staffer at work.

Dr Jenny Chaplin, and other co-investigators

the Kimberley Land Council and the

Murdoch’s Freshwater Fish Group, in the

research includes work on the genetics

“If water is taken from the Fitzroy for

In a collaborative project between

lots of people live nearby.

So if you hear a splash by the Fitzroy, it

Nicole is co-supervised by Dr Morgan and

technology.

Because the river is so rich in food,

The Freshwater Fish Group’s ongoing

most important for sawfish survival.

in the river.”

colleagues are early adaptors of new

drains 90,000sqkm of the Kimberley.

better the recruitment success of juveniles.

discover which parts of the Fitzroy are

“Not a lot was known about what fish were

across northern Australia.

about the 750km-long Fitzroy – which

and the larger the river’s wet season, the

Research is continuing in order to

do,” Dr Morgan says.

studying their genetic relationships

in helping to increase understanding

at the genetic relationships across

The Fitzroy is a vital nursery for sawfish

genetic information will also be gone.”

part of Nicole Phillips’ PhD thesis.

‘Team Sawfish’ in the Kimberley.

University has played a leading role

stranded, or the young ones stay in

freshwater sawfish and other river species.

“If this species is lost from the river, valuable

“There’s still much work to

the first time in studies by Murdoch’s

Dr Morgan said.

the shallows and don’t want to get

also completed his PhD at Murdoch on

northern Australia, and this research is

Like many researchers, Dr Morgan and his

Since the 2001 and 2002 study the

“Perhaps they are too large to occupy

Another part of the project looks

from a scientific perspective in a couple

are monitoring sawfish habits and also

perspective as well as a biological one,”

the small ones – why?

study the Fitzroy had only been surveyed

River sawfish are being revealed for

and the fishes’ indigenous names.

“But they don’t overlap with the depth of

the shallows to avoid predators.”

researchers led by Dr David Morgan

record fish distributions of the Fitzroy,

light, then slowly come up during the day.

“That was pretty surprising, but before our

The habits and genetics of the Fitzroy

Murdoch researchers were the first to ever

“They dive deeper in the first morning

help much of Master of Philosophy
candidate Jeff Whitty’s thesis.
Newborns live and feed in less than a
metre of water, but the larger ones only
move into shallow water at night.
They can grow up to seven metres in length.
“When they swim within 300m of a receiver

Dr Morgan (fish@murdoch.edu.au), or even
if you’ve got a saw at home from which

Schoolchildren learn about endangered and “weird-looking” sawfish
“What do you get if you cross a fish
with a powertool?”

News reporter Sarah Larsen told her
young viewers.

Australian schoolchildren have been
learning about the unusual sawfish,
thanks to Murdoch’s Dr David Morgan
and his researcher colleagues.

“Over the years sawfish have been hunted
for their meat, fins, their oil, and their
‘rostrums’ – people like them as souvenirs.

The Murdoch sawfish research was
featured on Behind the News, the ABC’s
popular weekly TV program for upper
primary and middle school students.
This was after the ABC’s prestigious
science show, Catalyst, also reported
on Dr Morgan’s efforts.
“These have to be some of the strangest
looking fish in the water,” Behind the

“That means they're endangered and
Australia is one of their last strongholds.”
Dr Morgan says it’s not surprising that
young people become entranced
by the creatures.
He still remembers his reaction when
he first saw one in its natural habitat.
“It looked extremely weird,” he recalled.
“I watched it come up from the depths

and move through a little creek.
“It was at least two metres long: it
was awesome.”
Dr Morgan watched it feed in the shallows
and chase other creatures.
They also put up a fight.
“Catching them on a line is pretty surprising,
too; they pull hard,” Dr Morgan said.
“We catch quite a lot with
hooks in their mouths.
“Their rostral teeth are extremely sharp;
I’ve had them go through a fingernail
and they can slice you very easily.”
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DNA detectives help Customs protect borders
Murdoch’s Wildlife DNA Laboratory has become the home for exotic and illegal
artefacts including komodo dragons, seal genitals and alligator heads. As Evelyn
Duffy reports, the laboratory is working with Customs to provide DNA testing
on artefacts seized at the airport.
Murdoch University’s wildlife DNA

Trade in Endangered Species (CITES).

bid to keep them out of the country.

Dr Spencer said an example of its use was

Those in favour of importing the cats,

to determine if carved ivory was from

which currently have a market value

Komodo dragon skins, seal genitals,

elephants which had been banned, or if it

of $4000, argued they wouldn’t allow

snake bile, freshwater crocodile

was an imitation such as zebu cattle, hippo

such a valuable animal to get loose.

antidotes, alligator heads, ivory carvings

horn or even extinct mammoth recovered

laboratory could be mistaken for a
scene on a Spielberg movie set.

and ostrich foot ashtrays are but a

from the melting Siberian tundra.

few of the exotic and illegal imports

“DNA testing is an important precautionary

adorning the laboratory’s shelves.
The artefacts and banned traditional Asian
medicines are among the tens of thousands

increasingly aware their product will
be subjected to it,” Dr Spencer said.

of dollars of animal contraband to be found

“While people may argue that

at the laboratory, which has a major role

something is only fake, they cannot

in exposing and deterring fraud, illegal

refute the DNA finding.”

animal trading and artefact smuggling.

Dr Spencer is also working in

Headed by forensic geneticist Dr Peter

conjunction with a US laboratory to

Spencer, the laboratory provides DNA

develop a DNA profile for Savannah

testing to verify the authenticity of a

cats, which are banned in Australia.

product and discern if it is illegal.

The Savannah breed can only be

Dr Spencer said the products had

distinguished from other large domestic

this, which are potentially deadly to our
wildlife, are too great,” Dr Spencer said.
“These cats are able to interbreed with
domestic or feral cats, thereby posing
a real risk of creating a population
of large cats with superior hunting
abilities in our environment.”
Dr Spencer is also heading up a major
project to generate DNA profiles on feral
cats which, has seen him test thousands
of wild cats to provide crucial answers
for this major conservation issue in
Australia and around the world.
“My passion is to understand where

been seized at the airport by customs

cats through DNA analysis.

and quarantine officers on behalf

Otherwise dubbed “killer cats”, the

use this information to control

Savannah potentially poses a major

them and prevent damage to our

environmental threat if it becomes feral

environment and wildlife,” he said.

of the Department of Environment,
Water, Heritage and the Arts.
He said the DNA testing provided
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tool because smugglers are becoming

“But the risks of introducing cats like

and/or interbreeds with domestic cats.

cats came from and how we can

“The aim is to identify patterns to

irrefutable evidence on whether the

Dr Spencer said having the ability to detect

help conservation authorities control

substance was among those banned

Savannah cats would provide a critical tool

the cats – it’s a major conservation

under the Convention on International

for assisting Australian authorities in their

initiative being run from Murdoch.”
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Postcard from...
DUBAI

Adrian soaks up
Middle East’s
rich heritage
Former international student Adrian Kong

Quarters in Jeddah and the Corniche area in Muscat,

(Bachelor of Arts in Media, 2005) is working

Oman.

Australian educational institutions.
“Marketing was my minor area of study and my interest
in international education was ignited during a major
marketing assignment on international education.
Originally hailing from Singapore, my Murdoch studies
also gave me a valuable insight into the experience
of being an international student in Australia.

It’s been great to enjoy communal meals sitting on
the floor while overcoming my initial inhibition of
scooping up rice with my hands.
A culinary treat that I’ll be forever hooked on is the fried
chicken sold at one of the fast food chains in Jeddah –
this really has to be the best fried chicken in the world.
I am still planning my trip to Egypt, where I intend to
visit the pyramids of Giza then travel down the Nile

I was working at IDP Education in Singapore when my

to visit Abu Simbel, Luxor’s Karnak Temple and the

former director suggested I apply for this position

Valley of the Kings.

in Dubai.

As remarkable as the Middle East is, travelling around

As Middle East Manager Operations, my role involves

does present challenges at times, particularly given

coordinating staff and standardising procedures in

that I can’t string a sentence together in Arabic.

eight offices throughout five countries in the region.
Dubai, which is cosmopolitan yet steeped in rich
heritage, is an amazing base to travel to the many
culturally diverse countries in the Middle East.

Sometimes, the simple act of jostling for a seat on a flight
can be an adventure.
I recall being in line for a check-in counter, when after
queuing for well over an hour with hundreds of agitated

Local highlights I enjoy visiting include the many historic

passengers, the airline staff announced the check-in

ruin sites, the Dubai Museum, the Grand Mosque and the

was closed.

various mega-malls such as the recently opened Dubai
Mall, which has the world’s largest glass-panel aquarium.

I didn’t understand the initial Arabic announcement but
soon gathered I’d be missing my flight by the furore

My job requires a lot of travel.

around me.

So far my travel highlights include visiting the Old

Of course, this is a rare occurrence!“
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